Welcome to the Norway’s 1st:

Innovation Residency
Summit 2016－“Joining
Forces of Design & Engineering”

Krona (Utstillingslaben, L1), Hasbergs vei 36, Kongsberg, 3616
12:00-16:00,

th
13

September 2016

Aiming at accelerating access and collaboration of innovation, Innovation
Residency Summit is a remote learning and demonstration arena for policy makers,
business leaders, industry practitioners, design professionals and researchers.

WHAT:

Capturing the pulse of industrial innovation frontier, and demonstrating
working methods of how engineers design and designers engineer for global
opportunities!

WHY:

-Filling critical customer needs by joining forces across design and
engineering disciplines;
-Cross-fertilized sharing of best practices that add value;
-Powering an engineering + design community for more collaboration;
-Extending the impact and scope of innovation capability.

To Participate: Online Registration Click Here !

Contact Person:

Yang Yang Zhao, Associ. Prof., Norwegian Institute of Systems Engineering, HSN
Email: yangyang.zhao@hbv.no Mobile: +47 98 02 36 96

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS

Innovation Residency Summit 2016
－Joining Forces of Design & Engineering

KEY-Notes:

Mikael Pettersson

Prof. Larry Leifer
International Guru of Usercentered Innovation from
Stanford University. He will
highlight the past 30 years’
engineering design research
findings in Silicon Valley.

General Manager in
Semcon Devotek. He will
shed lights on nextgeneration product
development based on
human behaviors.

Paal Holter

Creative Leader at EGGS
Design. His speech is about
Industrial best-practices’
theory and examples in
design and engineering
collaboration.

KEY-Demonstrations:
Project: The Stanford Approach in Product Innovation – the Kongsberg Automotive Case

The system of interest is in regards to the autonomous future, and how KA's transmission
could improve to meet the requirements of self-driving trucks. In cooperating with HSN, Aalto
University and idea square at CERN, the project team (of 7 students) followed the design
thinking approach and were able to create a novel user-centered prototype (at a part-time
basis within 9 months) that has been validated by different truck-drivers. The feedbacks from
the stakeholders and the truck drivers are solemnly positive.
Contact person: Yang-Yang Zhao/ Larry Leifer, leifer@stanford.edu, +47 3100 9699

Project: Flagship Projects in Connection with Design Thinking

Putting a team together to prove a concept in a short-time is a challenge. Yeti -An
autonomous-driving snow removal system for airport showed a case how experienced
engineering and students can work together with high productivity. Devotek will also present
other two cases : Baro deflector - A real-time systems control of the seismic airgun arry
position and W-Rex - a walking aid for children with cerebral palsy, to demonstrate the
impact and usage of customers needs to better plan the design.
Contact person: José Pinto, jose.pinto@semcon.com, +47 9077 0400

Project: A Total Redesign of Air Defense Console – the ADX with Kongsberg Defence Systems
The ADX development community includes a mix of NASAMS operators (both current and
retired), plus Kongsberg system engineers. In addition, the human factors design consultancy Halogen and industrial design house - Hareide Design have been brought on board to provide
advice for redesigning of the air defense console, used by military for air control and
surveillance.
Contact person: Stein Helgar, Stein.Helgar@halogen.no, +47 4192 9768

Project: Robotic Stilt Boots for a Pepsi Commercial
What happens when the disciplines of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and
design come together with biomimicry principles for rapid development of robotic stilt boots for
a Pepsi commercial？ Find out at this demonstration booth －how this project and potentially
your projects can be inspired by nature. In addition, Biomimicry Norway will present two
projects that are in the starting phase to illustrate the work process between designers and
engineers, one in urban farming and the other dealing with underwater mobility.
Contact person: Shane Murray, shane@biomimicrynorway.com, +47 4819 1144
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Project: The Approach to Design Innovation at AHO

In everything from the design of competitive products and services to taking on complex
societal challenges, design driven approaches to innovation and transformation are proving
effective. Design thinking and design making is in the core of how design is thought and
practiced at AHO. But this is not enough to cope with the complex challenges designers face
today. Systems Oriented Design is part of a new initiative to revitalize systemic design. It is a
designedly way to work with very complex systems. The approach is being demonstrated
through a selection of awarded design projects from the school.
Contact person: Linda Blaasvær, Linda.Blaasvaer@aho.no , +47 2299 7000

Project: Designing Microelectronics for Space – Ground penetrating radar for Mars 2020 Rover

Designing microelectronics for space must take into account the challenges from
background radiation. Space environment is very different from the conditions on earth
where electronics are protected by the atmosphere and the magnetic field around the
earth. In space, there will be possible bit-flips in all parts of the electronic - a scenario that
require massive redundancy at gate level for the entire design and intensive design
verification as there will be no reset button within reach when the satellite is launched.
Contact person: William Braathen, william.braathen@bitvis.no, +47 9064 5766

Project: Short Sea Pioneer Logistics System – MAROFF 2 program with NFR
Short-sea shipping in the North Sea is to some extent characterized by an aging fleet with
dated vessel emission technology. The segment is struggling to provide a competitive offer,
balancing an effective level of port calls with customer needs. The Short Sea Pioneer logistic
system and ship design (SSP) concept shows a potential to increase efficiency, lower costs
and emissions per unit transported. Through SSP, this project structured around four main
themes, aims to develop a competitive, energy efficient, low-emission logistics system for
cargo transport. The project results will be used as inputs to a project plan of realizing a full
scale demonstration.
Contact person: Ada Jakobsen, ada.jakobsen@ncl.no, +47 5270 0142

Project: Utilizing Low-cost Brain Computer Interfaces to Measure UX

Traditionally user experience is measured either in the lab, or in retrospective with surveys and
interviews. But these approaches are not optimal. We are demonstrating a framework that
does automated evaluation of user experience by utilizing low-cost Brain Computer Interfaces
devices to measure attention and fatigue. This is a specific related to a large interest in
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) Environments solutions today and its challenge to measure the
effect of universal design and usability in Aml environments. Though its past focus on
technologically capabilities and exploitations, recent research has indicated more focus on
the users and user experience.
Contact person: Aleksander Bai/Kristin Skeide Fuglerud, Kristin.Skeide.Fuglerud@nr.no, +47 2285 2500

Project: Multiple Product Development Projects at Chalmers

The showcase includes a couple of projects from Chalmers’ research in cooperation with
companies within the Wingquist Laboratory. The examples of product development projects
are from the bachelor and master education in product development. For instance, a
research project focused on the design (and redesign) of door panels and the need to feed
back knowledge related to the manufacturing of door-panels; a bachelor project involved
styling and engineering consequences of filling washer fluid without access to engine bay.
Contact person: Dag Bergsjö, dagb@chalmers.se , +46 31772 1378

Project: The LABRO!

“The Labro Project” as a case project for a study by HSN, presenting by Labro Parken Utvikling
AS. It demonstrates the concept, tools and way of facilitating tied up to developing the
“Labro project”. With the potential impact locally, regionally and nationwide for the building
and real-estate industry (BAE næringen), this project with its concept, tools, vision, scale and
location will produce – potential Joint-Venture partner to be - most probably will endorse the
following assuming that the J-V support research related to INA, DT and SE from early phase. It
also makes the Labro (J-V on board) a nationwide industrial contractor to real-estate
development in own accounts.
Contact person: Petter Jonsson, pjonss@online.no, +47 9077 7189

AGENDA

12:00 – 12:30pm
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Summit Opening & Getting seated
Mingling + Coffee & Tea Served

12:30 – 12:40pm

Welcome & Introduction
Setting Learning & Sharing Frames

12:40 – 13:00pm

Key-note Speech by Professor Larry Leifer
15mins Speech + 5mins Q&A

13:00 – 13:20pm

Key-note Speech by Paal Holter
15mins Speech + 5mins Q&A

13:20 – 15:00pm

Project Demonstration Session
Interacting with Booths + Individual Reflections + Coffee & Tea & Refreshments

15:00 – 15:20pm

Key-note Speech by Mikael Pettersson
15mins Speech + 5mins Q&A

15:20 – 15:50pm

Panel Discussions
Collective Reflections with Demonstration Companies

15:50 – 16:00pm

Wrap-Up
Closing of the Day + Bringing the Learning Home!

Twitter your feedback

#innosummitnorway

/ Discuss with us via

Facebook

